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Zafer is the Founder and Editor in Chief of the European Publisher (EP). A Cypriot by birth, he has resided, studied
and/or worked in Cyprus, Greece, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. In July 2014, Zafer
was recognized for his Outstanding Contribution to European Counselling Psychology by the European Association
of Counselling Psychology. As Editor in Chief, he has overseen the editing process which resulted in the successful
indexing of more than 1,600 academic papers by The Conference Proceedings Citation Index, a Web of Science™
Core Collection database - CPCI-SSH. In addition to his managerial duties, he takes a keen interest in ensuring the
satisfaction of his EP team members and clients.

About European Publisher
European Publisher, which is a UK-based publisher, is committed to Open Access (OA) publishing for our entire
stable of publications in order to facilitate the rapid development of all research areas and make scientific works
available and accessible for everyone to read without financial, legal, or technical constraints. We publish mainly fulltext conference proceedings in special interest high-quality journals and series.
European Publisher specialises in publishing full-text conference proceedings in special interest high-quality journals
and series. Our peer-reviewed conference proceedings include but are not limited to the following range of research
areas: social and behavioural sciences, computers and technology, finance and business, education, health, life sciences,
psychology, physical sciences, engineering and the humanities.
European Publisher is also proud of the indexing opportunities we offer our authors, as we collaborate with prestigious
scholarly publishing organisations.
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Brief Summary
Publishing practices and indexing scholar databases do not stand still. Today, one of the major databases, Web of
Science™ Core Collection - The Conference Proceedings Citation Index, – CPCI has coverage across 256 disciplines
with over 148,000 conference proceedings from 1990. CPCI collection provides an opportunity for researchers to track
the emerging and new ideas among scholarly communities. By choosing and covering the published research on a
regular basis, indexing and abstracting services provide further quality assurance and help to maximize the
discoverability of the published content. However, besides all these benefits, indexing seems to be one of the
challenging and major problems for proceedings specifically in the social sciences area. So, in this presentation, we will
be sharing our know-how and experience in publishing and will be sharing the latest trends and challenges in the
indexing process from the publishers’ perspective.
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